
MY MOTHER at Sixty-Six 

This poem expresses the anguish of a daughter over the fast-approaching end of her mother’s life. While driving for 

airport from her parent’s home, the poetess notices her mother’s pallid face that resembles a corpse. She is gravely 

pained to realise that her mother, who is sleeping beside her in the car, has grown old and is nearing her death. 

The natural radiance of her body has desiccated. Troubled with the thought, she tries to console herself with the 

view outside the car that is full of youthful vim and vigor. She watches the trees ‘sprinting’ past their speeding car 

and the children, full of life and activity, running out of their houses to play. 

At the airport, after the security check, she again glances thoughtfully at her mother. Her ashy and colourless face, 

reminds her of a “late winter’s moon,” white and devoid of any warmth. Winter is also synonymous with the end of 

life. She feels the same pain that she used to feel as a child when scared of losing her mother or her company. 

Although she feels it could be the last time she is seeing her mother, she fails to express her fear or love in words 

to her. She only manages to smile helplessly and say “see you soon, Amma”. 

Summary 

Firstly, when the poet is on her way to the cochin airport with her old mother sitting beside her, she looks at her 
closely and presents before us her image. 

She compares her with a corpse. (simile is a figure of speech to show comparison between her mother’s face and a 
corpse.)  As she looks at her mother’s pale and pallid face, she is struck with the horror and pain of losing her. The 
mother with the dozing face and open mouth is compared to a corpse. Here, the poet shows the typical love and 
affection which is present in a mother-daughter relation. 

The poet is pained and shifts her attention outside the car in order to drive out the negative feelings. She changes 
her sad mood .The scene outside the window is of growing life and energy. The rapidly sprinting trees alongside 
the merrily playing children symbolize life, youth and vitality. The poet here is reminded of her own childhood when 
her mother had been young whereas now she is encircled with the fear of losing her and that has made her 
insecure. 

She is at the airport to take a flight. It indicates departure and separation which creates melancholy. As she bids 
goodbye to her mother, the image of the old, wan, worn out mother in the twilight of years strikes her again. Here 
again a simile is used to compare her mother with a late winter’s moon whose light is obstacle by fog and mist As 
she looks old now, her personality is affected by it. 

The poet is feeling the pain of separation, leaving her mother and going. Also, her childhood fear of losing her 
mother which she feels that earlier was temporary but now, could be forever as she could die of old age, is 
haunting her. She is so pained that it is natural for her to cry but keeping a brave front she hides her tears and 
smiles. 

She bids farewell to her mother and keeping her hope of seeing her again alive, says “see you soon, Amma”. She 
hides her sorrow as she does not want to create a painful environment for her mother and conveys her that as she 
is enjoying her life similarly her mother should also be happy and enjoy her life. 

(The poem revolves around the theme of advancing age and the fear that adheres to its loss and separation. It is a 
sentimental account of the mother’s approaching end through the eyes of the daughter. The seemingly short poem 
touches upon the theme of the filial bond between the mother and daughter smeared in the backdrop of nostalgia 
and fear. Nostalgia of the past (the time spent with the mother) and fear of the future without her.) 

It is a short poem, without a full stop, the poem is like a long sentence, over flowing thought process. The poet uses 
the device of comparison and contrast, simile and repetition. 

NEW / DIFFICULT WORDS 

1) doze: a short, light sleep 
2) ashen: very pale, like ash. 
3) corpse: a dead body. 
4) sprinting: here, shooting out of the ground. 
5) spilling: here, to move out in great numbers. 



6) wan: unnaturally pale, as from physical or emotional distress. 
7) ache: pain 

What is the kind of pain and ache that the poet feels? 

When the poet looks at her mother’s face closely, she discovers that she has aged and her end is near. The feeling 
of her mother being old, needing care and help pains the poet as there is no one to look after her. She feels that 
her mother can die any moment and that then she will lose her forever. Her childhood fear of losing her mother 
which was then timely but now, will be forever, resurfaces. The poet feels the pain of her mother’s old age and her 
helplessness towards her. She has the fear of separating from her mother forever, upon her death. 

Why are the young trees described as ‘sprinting’? 

The young trees have been personified. When looked at from the poet’s moving car, they seem to be runningpast. 
The poet found it to be strikingly opposite to her mother who looked as still as a dead body. 

Why has the poet brought in the image of the merry children ‘spilling out of their homes’? 

The poet draws a comparison between what is travelling with her and what she can see outside. It’s a comparison 
between life and death. Her mother is sleeping, with mouth open, like a dead body, while outside she can see 
children who are full of life, energy and enthusiasm. 

Why has the mother been compared to the ‘late winter’s moon’? 

Just as the late winter’s moon is dull and lacks luster, so is her mother at the end stage of her life. Also, as the late 
winter moon gets overshadowed by the fog and mist in the sky similarly her mother can get overshadowed by death 
at any time. Both of them are nearing an end- one of season and the other of life. 

What do the parting words of the poet and her smile signify? 

The parting words of the poet show her positive attitude. She overcomes her pain and fear, assures herself and her 
mother that they would meet again. She is being very brave which is indicated by the use of repetition in the poem: 
“smile and smile and smile......” 

The Last Lesson 

Question.1. What tempted Franz to stay away from school? (Delhi 2014; Medtffot) 
Answer. Franz feared a scolding at school as he had not prepared hte lesson on participles, on which his French 
teacher M Hamel was to question the class that day. Besides* the warm and bright weather, the chirping of birds 
and the watching the drill of Prussian soldiers also tempted Franz to stay away from school. 

Question.2. What was unusual about M Hamel’s dress on his last day in the school? 
(Compartment 2014) 
Answer. M Hamel had put on his ceremonial clothes on his last day in the school. He was wearing a beautiful 
green coat, a frilled shirt, and a little black embroidered silk cap. This was a special ceremonial attire which he 
usually wore on days of inspection and prize distribution. 

Question.3. Why is the order from Berlin called a thunderclap by Franz? (Compartment 2014) 
or 
“What a thunderclap these words were to me!” What were the words that shocked 
and surprised the narrator? : (Delhi 2013) 
Answer. M Hamel told his students that it was their last French lesson, as an order had come from Berlin that 
henceforth only German was to be taught in the schools of Alsace and Lorraine. This announcement seemed to be 
a thunderclap to Franz. He was left in surprise and shock to learn that a new master was going to arrive the next 
day and they would learn German instead of their mother tongue. 

Question.4. Who were sitting on the back benches during M Hamel’s last lesson? Why? (Compartment 
2014) 
or 
Why had the villagers come to school on the day of the last lesson? (Foreign 2008) 
or 



Why were the elders of the village sitting in the classroom? (Allindia 2014) 
Answer. Some of the elderly people from the village were sitting on .the back benches during M Hamel’s last 
lesson. The villagers had come there to attend his last lesson as it was their way of paying respect to the master, 
who had given forty years of faithful service to the school. 

Question.5. Why does M Hamel reproach himself for his students, unsatisfactory progress in 
Studies? (Compartment 2014) 
Answer. M Hamel had been rather irregular as a teacher. He took leave whenever he wanted to. Besides, he had 
often sent the students to water his plants, and whenever he wanted to go fishing, he just gave them a holiday. So, 
he reproaches himself for his students’ unsatisfactory progress in studies. 

Question.6. What shows M Hamel’s love for the French language? (Foreign 2014) 
or 
What did M Hamel tell them about the French language? What did he ask them to 
do and why? (Delhi 2013) 
Answer. In his last lesson, M Hamel told the students that the French language was the most beautiful language in 
the world—the clearest and the most logical. He asked them to guard it amongst themselves and never forget it, 
because when a people were enslaved, as long as they held fast to their language, it was as if they had the key to 
their prison. 

Question.7. What words did M Hamel write on the blackboard before dismissing the last class? 
What did they mean? (Compartment 2014) 
Answer. Before dismissing the last class, M Hamel turned to the blackboard, and wrote the phrase, ‘Vive La 
France!’ as large as he could. These words meant ‘Long live France’, and spoke of M Hamel’s great love for his 
country and his deep sense of patriotism. 

Question.8. What made M Hamel cry towards the end of his last lesson? (Compartment 2014) 
Answer. M Hamel had taught French at the school for the last forty years. He was emotionally attached to the 
school and everything in and about it. He was really heartbroken to leave it all. Besides, his own predicament 
reminded him that his country would soon lose its independence. All this made him cry towards the end of his last 
lesson. 

Question.9. How did Franz react to the declaration that it was their last French lesson? (Delhi 2013) 
or 
What announcement did M Hamel make? What was the impact of this on Franz? 
(All India 2011) 
or 
‘‘This is your last French lesson.” How did Franz react to this declaration of M Hamel? (Delhi 2010)  
or 
What changes came over little Franz after he heard M Hamel’s announcement? 
(All India 2010) 
or 
What did the French teacher tell his students in his last French lesson? What impact did it have on them? 
(All India 2009) 
Answer. The French teacher M Hamel announced that he would be teaching his last French lesson that day 
because the orders had come from Berlin to teach only German in the schools of Alsace and Lorraine. On hearing 
this, all the students as well as Franz felt very sorry that they would not be learning their mother tongue in future. 
Franz regretted not having learnt his lessons. Earlier his books seemed a nuisance to him, but at that moment they 
became very dear to him. 

Question.10.What was the order from Berlin and what changes did it cause in the school? 
(AU India 2013) 
or 
What changes did the order from Berlin cause in the school? (Delhi 2012) 
or 



What was the mood in the classroom when M Hamel gave his last French lesson? 
(Delhi 2009) 
Answer. The order from Berlin stated that only German will be taught in the schools of Alsace and Lorraine. The 
order effected many changes, as an unusual silence prevailed in the school, compared to the hustle and bustle 
earlier. M Hamel became soft in speaking to the students, while the people realised the importance of their 
language. The villagers even attended the school to show respect to M Hamel. 

Question.11. How did M Hamel say farewell to his students and the people of the town? 
(All India 2012) 
Answer. At the end of his ‘Last Lesson’,. M Hamel stood up to say farewell to his students and the people of the 
town. He tried to speak, but overwhelming emotion choked his voice. He then wrote as large as he could on the 
blackboard ‘Vive La France’; then he dismissed the class with a gesture with his hand. 

Question.12. What was Franz expected to be prepared with for the school that day? (Delhi 2011) 
Answer. Franz was expected to be prepared with participles that day. His teacher M Hamel, was to question him 
on the topic. Franz had not learnt his lessons and feared to be scolded by him. 

Question.13. What had been put up on the bulletin-board? (Delhi 2011) 
Answer. Since the last two years the bulletin-board had news of lost battles, the draft and the orders of the 
commanding officer. On that day a notice had been put up stating that orders from Berlin were to teach only 
German in the schools of Alsace and Lorraine. 

Question.14. Who did M Hamel blame for the neqlect of leaminq on the part of boys like Franz? 
(Delhi 2011) 
Answer. M Hamel blamed himself for the neglect of learning on the part of boys like Franz. He himself was not 
quite regular and took leave whenever he needed it, which reflected on the behaviour and studies of the students. 
He also blamed their parents for not taking mterest in their education. 

Question.15. Franz thinks, “Will they make them sing in German, even the pigeons?” What does 
this tell us about the attitude of the Frenchmen? (All India 2011) 
Answer. This shows that the Frenchmen were full of hatred and desperation against the Germans. Besides, they 
feared German atrocities. They thought that they would be forced to read German and no one will be spared. 

Question.16. Mention two thingsLabout M Hamel that surprised Franz on his last day at school. 
(Foreign 2009) 
Answer. M Hamel didn’t scold Franz for being late; instead he told him very kindly to go to his place. Also, that day 
he was dressed in his best clothes; he was in his beautiful green coat, frilled shirt and little black silk cap with 
embroidery, which he wore only on inspection or prize days. 

Question.17. How was the scene in the school in the morning of the last lesson different from that 
on other days? (Delhi 2008) 
Answer. Usually, there used to be great hustle and bustle when the school began. The din of opening and closing 
of the desks, lessons being repeated in unison and the rapping of the teacher’s ruler on the table, could be heard 
out in the street. But that day, it was all very quiet and still as on a Sunday morning. 

Question.1. What changes did the narrator find in the school when the order from Berlin came? 
(Ail India 2008) 
Answer. The order from Berlin prohibited teaching of French in the schools of Alsace and Lorraine. Instead, 
German was to be taught in the schools. Franz was late for school that day. He noticed that the hustle and bustle 
was missing. There was no opening and closing of desks, no repetition of lessons or rapping of the teacher’s ruler 
on the table could be heard. It was all very quiet and still. 
Franz was further surprised because, instead of meeting an angry teacher, he was welcomed by a kind and polite 
teacher, who was dressed in his best clothes, a beautiful green coat, frilled shirt and an embroidered silk cap, which 
he wore only on inspection and prize days. The back benches were occupied by the village people who never came 



to school, as they were more concerned about their livelihood. He was further astounded to know that , M Hamel 
was going to teach his last lesson that day. 

The Tiger KIng 

Question.1.What gave the astrologers the greatest surprise of their life while they were studying 
the horoscope of the ten-day old prince? (Foreign 2014) 
Answer. When the astrologers were reading the horoscope of the little prince, they were taken by surprise when 
the ten-day old infant asked about the manner of his death. When the chief astrologer told him that a tiger would be 
the cause of his death, the baby retorted with arrogance, “Let the tigers beware!” 

Question.2.How did the Maharaja please a high ranking officer? (Compartment 2014) 
Answer. A high ranking British officer visited the state of Pratibandapuram and sought permission for tiger hunting 
from the Maharaja. The Maharaja declined his request, but as he did not want to upset the officer, he sent fifty 
diamond rings to the officer’s wife which cost the king three , lakh rupees. 

Question.3.Why did the Maharaja ban tiger hunting in the state? (Delhi 2014) 
Answer. As the prince was crowned the king, the astrologer’s prediction regarding his (the king’s) death by a tiger 
reached his ears. This prompted the Maharaja to kill a tiger but the astrologer informed him that he had to 
successfully kill hundred tigers to escape the prophecy. Thus, in order to reach that mark, the Maharaja banned 
tiger hunting in the state except for himself. 

Question.4. Why did the Maharaja decide to get married? (Compartment 2014) 
or 
What is the reason lor the Tiger King’s sudden decision to marry? (Compartment 2014) 
Answer. In order to defeat the astrologer’s prophecy, the Maharaja had to kill a hundred tigers. He had already 
killed seventy tigers and the tiger population in his state neared extinction. For this reason, he wished to marry a girl 
in the royal family of a state with a rich tiger population, where he would kill the rest of the tigers. 

Question.5. Why did the Maharaja double the land tax? (All India 2014) 
Answer. The Maharaja had successfully killed ninety-nine tigers but struggled hard to find the hundredth tiger. 
Once, there came a news of a tiger being spotted at a hillside village but it turned out to be untrue. This infuriated 
the Maharaja, who ordered the dewan to double the land tax in order to punish the villagers for the false news. 

Question.6. How did the Tiger King become the victim of the hundredth tiger? (Foreign 2014) 
or 
How did the Tiger King meet his end? What is ironical about his fate? (All India 2009) 
Answer. The Tiger King met his end through the wooden tiger, which he had bought as a gift for his son on his 
third birthday. While he was playing with his son, a splinter of the poorly made toy tiger pricked the king’s hand. The 
infection turned into a sore, which spread all over his arm. In spite of the best surgeons, the king’s life could not be 
saved. 
The irony is in the fact that in spite of killing nearly all the tigers in the area, he had to face his death by a toy tiger. 

Question.7. What, sort of hunts did the Maharaja offer to organise for the high-ranking British 
officer? What trait of the officer does it reveal? (All India 2013) 
Answer. Tiger hunting was banned in Pratibandapuram. When the British official came with a tiger hunt request, 
the Maharaja told him that he may conduct a boar hunt, a mouse hunt, even a mosquito hunt, but not a tiger hunt. 
In reply to this, the British officer said that he only wanted to be photographed holding a gun and standing ewer the 
dead body; the tiger could be killed by the Maharaja. This shows the shallowness of character of the officer. 

Question.8. Why was the Maharaja so anxious to kill the hundredth tiger? (AR India 2012) 
Answer. When the Maharaja was barely ten days old, the chief astrologer had predicted that a tiger would be the 
cause of his death. When the Maharaja was twenty, he killed one tiger. When he asked his astrologer, the 



astrologer said that he would kill ninety-nine tigers, but he should be fearful of the hundredth tiger. That was the 
reason why the Maharaja was so anxious to kill the hundredth tiger. 

Question.9. What warning did the astrologer give the Tiger King when he killed the first tiger? 
Did the prediction of the astrologer come to be true? (Foreign 2011) 
Answer. When the Maharaja boasted about killing the first tiger, the astrologer said that he may kill ’ ninety-nine 
tigers, but must be “very careful with the hundredth tiger.” Yes, the astrologer was absolutely true in this prediction, 
because finally the Maharaja was killed by the hundredth tiger. 

Question.10.How did the Dewan manage to arrange the hundredth tiger for the Maharaja? 
(Foreign 2011) 
Answer. The Dewan had brought a tiger from the People’s Park in Madras and kept it hidden in his house. When 
the Maharaja threatened him with dire consequences, he understood that the only way to save himself was to 
‘plant’ a tiger for the kill. So, he and his aged wife dragged the tiger to the forest where the king was hunting. The 
king took aim and the beast soon collapsed. 

Question.11.Why was the Maharaja sunk in gloom even after having killed seventy tigers? 
(Foreign 2011) 
Answer. During ten years, the Maharaja had managed to kill seventy tigers. As a result, the tiger population 
became extinct in his kingdom. This made the Maharaja anxious because he thought he would not be able to 
achieve his target of killing a hundred tigers and so his life would be in dangSr. 

Question.12.What led the Maharaja to start out on a tiger hunt? (All India 2010) 
Answer. The Maharaja knew the old saying that killing even a cow in self-defence was no sin. So, in order to save 
his own life and prove the astrological prediction wrong, he started shooting all his enemies, i.e. the tigers he found 
in the forests of his state and nearby regions. 

Question.13.When did the Tiger King stand in danger of losing his kingdom? (Delhi 2010) 
Answer. Once, a high-ranking British officer visited Pratibandapuram. He was very fond of hunting tigers and being 
photographed with them. However, the Maharaja refused to give him permission to hunt tigers because he feared 
that other British officers too would turn up with the same request. It was because of his refusal that the Maharaja 
stood in danger of losing his kingdom. 

Question.14.What happened to the tiger provided by the Dewan Saheb? (Delhi 2009) 
Answer. The tiger provided by the Dewan Saheb was very old and stood in complete submission. The Maharaja 
look aim and fired, but-actually the bullet missed the tiger and the tiger only fainted from the sharp sound of the 
bullet. As nobody wanted the Maharaja to know about it, one oflhe hunters himself shot the tiger later on. 

Question.15.Describe the efforts made by the Tiger King to achieve his target of killing a hundred 
tigers. (All India 2009) 
Answer. The Tiger King made numerous efforts to fulfil his target of killing a hundred tigers. He stayed in the forest 
for many days. He fired many of his officers for not getting him tigers. He had to spend a ransom of three lakh 
rupees to impress the British official and discourage him from killing the tigers. He even went to the extent of 
marrying to kill the population of tigers in the neighbouring state to meet his target. In a way, he did all he could to 
achieve his goal , of killing a hundred tigers. 

Question.16.Did the Tiger King shoot the hundredth tiger? Give reasons for your answer. 
(Foreign 2009) 
Answer. The Tiger King actually did not shoot the hundredth tiger. The tiger being a weak one, fainted from the 
shock of a bullet whizzing past him and the ignorant king celebrated his achievement. Later, when the hunters took 
a closer look at the tiger, it woke up as if from a deep slumber. 



Question.17.How did the Tiger King celebrate his victory over the killing of the hundredth tiger? 
(Delhi2008) 
Answer. When the Maharaja thought that he had killed the hundredth tiger, his joy knew no bounds. The elated 
king returned to his capital and ordered his staff to bring the dead tiger in a grand 
procession. The tiger was buried and a tomb was erected over it. 

Question.18.What was the Dewan’s tiger like? How did he take it into the forest? (Delhi 2008) 
Answer. The Dewan’s tiger was old and had been brought from the People’s Park in Madras. It was kept hidden in 
the Dewan’s house. At midnight, the Dewan with his wife dragged the tiger to his car and thrust it onto the seat. 
With great difficulty, the tiger was pushed out of the car and planted in the forest to be shot by the Maharaja. 

Question.19.Why did the Dewan decide to give up his own tiger to be killed by the Maharaja? 
(Delhi 2008) 
Answer. The Maharaja refused to leave the forest unless he killed the hundredth tiger that had been sighted by the 
villagers. The Maharaja was funous and sacked many officers. He ordered the Dewan to double the land tax of the 
village and when the Dewan tried to stop him, the Maharaja asked him to resign. So, to save his job, the Dewan 
decided to arrange for a tiger to be killed by the Maharaja. 

Long Answer Type Questions (6 Marks, 120-150 words) 

Question.20.How did the Tiger King stand in danger of losing his kingdom? How was he able to 
avoid the danger? (Delhi 2012) 
Answer. Once a high ranking British officer visited Pratibandapuram. As he was fond of hunting tigers, he 
expressed his wish of tiger hunting to the king but the king refused permission. Then the British officer (^quested 
that he only wanted to be photographed holding gun and standing over the dead body of the tiger; the Maharaja 
could kill the tiger. However, the Maharaja denied him this permission also, fearing that it would lead to further 
similar requests from other officers. 
As the Maharaja did not want to upset the British officer and risk losing his kingdom, he sent a fifty diamond rings to 
the wife of the officer. The lady kept all the rings and sent him a note of thanks. In this way, the king managed to 
save his kingdom. 

Question.21.The astrologer’s prediction about the death of the Tiger King came to be true. Do you 
agree with this statement? (All India 2008) 
Answer. I agree with the statement that the astrologer’s prediction about the death of the Tiger King came to be 
true. 
The astrologer had predicted that Tiger King would be killed by a tiger and he should be wary of the hundredth 
tiger. 
This statement of the astrologer forced the king to go on a killing spree. The hundredth tiger was not killed by the 
king himself but by the hunters, who found out that the old tiger had not died by the bullet of the king but only 
fainted by the bullet whizzing past him. . 
The hundredth tiger was a wooden toy tiger which the king had presented to his three-year old son. It killed the king 
merely by a sliver of wood protruding form it that pierced his right hand. The wound developed pus and it soon 
spread all over the arm. The best surgeons failed to save the king and thus, the astrologer’s prediction about the 
death of the Tiger King proved to be correct. 
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